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arguments to return value of std::make_pair Suppose I have a function like: std::pair someFunction(std::pair value); Then I can

use this like so: auto getValue = someFunction(std::make_pair{42, 7.2}); Now, I have a library which is taking this same
interface and passing in a certain type as the argument. But the library looks like this: template T someFunction(T value) {... } I

cannot use a std::pair as the argument because I need to retrieve the type of T explicitly. In other words: auto getValue =
someFunction(std::make_pair{42, 7.2}); This doesn't work for me because the type is int but the argument is: template T

someFunction(T value) {... } Is there any way for me to force someFunction to return the result of std::make_pair for arbitrary
T? Or am I going to have to go with: template auto getValue = someFunction(std::make_pair(42, 7.2)); A: You can call the
specialization: someFunction({42, 7.2}); This will call someFunction with your argument, and it will take its result. Calling

something like {42, 7.2} wouldn't do what you want since it's clearly a std::pair, while someFunction({42, 7.2}) will return you
an int, not a std::pair. In the last couple of months, a long history of “long absent or inactive” has accumulated on this blog and
on Twitter. A lot of people have been actively using Twitter and Tumblr for a long time, yet not actively using the blog. Some

use Tumblr, but not the blog. Some use the blog, but not Tumblr. Others still use neither. I 595f342e71
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